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Fig. 1. Conceptual flywheel inverted pendulum

Abstract— A linear controller for the unstable flywheel in-
verted pendulum (also known as a reaction wheel inverted
pendulum or inertia wheel pendulum) is designed using Quan-
titative Feedback Theory (QFT) to provide response that stays
withing upper and lower bounds in the face of significant
variations of the plant parameters. A mathematical model of
the plant, including both the mechanics of the pendulum and
the electromechanics of the motor, is derived. Simulation is
used to compare performance of the QFT controller to that
of simple PID compensation. It is shown that while the QFT
controller consistently satisfies the robust performance bounds
for all plant uncertainty in both frequency and time domains,
the PID controller fails to provide robust tracking performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The conceptual flywheel inverted pendulum (FIP) is shown
in Fig. 1. It is in unstable equilibrium when the rod is
vertical. Actuation comes via the torque, τ , applied between
the pendulum rod and the flywheel.

The flywheel inverted pendulum has numerous potential
applications in systems that require balancing. For example,
it has been investigated for a cube that can stand either on an
edge or a point [1], a robot unicycle [5], and a robot bicycle
[2]. Also, the rotational inertia of a humanoid robot’s torso
is modeled as a flywheel in various locomotion schemes [3].
In these applications it could be expected that the parameters
of the pendulum model would differ from those for which
the controller was designed. Consider that the pendulum
rod inertia would vary in the robot-bicycle application with
riders of different mass or for the bipedal-robot if it were
laden with extra equipment. Damping at the pendulum axis
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would vary with changing ground conditions. Despite the
quotidian nature of these uncertainties, little work has been
done to account for them in controller design. The effects of
variations in rod length, flywheel mass, and flywheel mass
moment of inertia on system response have been investigated
but the results are used to determine advantageous parameters
for FIP design [4]. A linear time-variant model of the FIP is
used to account for the changing rod length when a humanoid
robot transitions from bipedal to quadrupedal locomotion [6].
All other parameters are treated as known values. In order to
bolster the applicability of the flywheel inverted pendulum
to practical systems, the present work studies its control in
the presence of significant parameter uncertainty.

The quantitative feedback theory (QFT) can generate
controllers that are robust to parameter changes. Within the
literature there are several contributions for control of the
flywheel inverted pendulum system. Olivares and Albertos
have designed a PID controller and a linear controller in the
outer loop to provide global stability for the system [11].
Montoya and Gonzáles have used Lyapunov’s method to
design a nonlinear controller for flywheel inverted pendulum
system [12]. Rizal et al. have acquired sliding mode control
for robust control of the FIP [13]. In the current work we
propose application of QFT for robust position control of
the FIP system considering parameter uncertainty. Horowitz
initially introduced QFT as a robust feedback control design
technique [4]. This technique has been further developed
by Horowitz and others [14], [15], [16]. In most frequency
domain robust control methods such as H∞ the controller
design procedure is only based on the magnitude of the
transfer function. However, QFT not only takes into account
the magnitude information, but also considers the phase
information in the design process [7]. The main advantage of
the QFT method is that it can allow direct controller design
based on robust performance bounds.

Governing equations for the FIP model under considera-
tion are derived in §II, resulting in a transfer function having
rod angle as its output and applied motor voltage as input.
In §III, transient-response targets are identified for the FIP
and the design of a suitable QFT controller is described.
The behavior of this closed-loop system is compared to one
with PID compensation, both in the nominal case and for
cases where motor parameters vary. Concluding remarks and
proposed direction for future work are provided in §IV.

II. PLANT MODEL

The differential equations relating the pendulum angle
and the voltage applied to the motor are developed and
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Fig. 2. CAD representation of FIP under consideration, fasteners and
encoder not shown

the resulting transfer function is presented. Derivations of
a flywheel-inverted-pendulum mathematical model can be
found in numerous other works [17] but since a substantial
number are incorrect, the transfer function is derived afresh
here.

A depiction of the plant is given in Fig. 2. It comprises an
electric motor, optical encoder (not shown), 3D-printed com-
ponents,2 bearings, and fasteners (also not shown). The motor
is a Maxon brushed 90 watt model. The armature of this
motor provides sufficient rotational inertia so an additional
flywheel is not needed. Neither the motor-shaft position nor
its speed are measured. The angle of the pendulum rod is
sensed with a Maxon five hundred counts-per-turn optical
quadrature encoder. The two base parts and the pendulum
rod are 3D printed. They are connected through a pair of
608ZZ ball bearings. The shaft protruding from the base part
on the right in Fig. 2 is part of the printed pendulum rod and
is what the encoder connects to.

The displacement parameters for the FIP are shown in
Fig. 3. The angular displacement of the pendulum rod from
vertical is denoted with θ1. The displacement of the motor
shaft from a position aligned with the pendulum rod is
denoted with θ2. The distance between the pendulum axis
and the motor shaft is given as l1 and the distance between
the pendulum axis and the center of mass of the rod is lC1.

Applying Newton’s second law for rotation to the pen-
dulum rod and combining it with the results of applying
Newton’s second law (for translation) to the motor armature
yields

(m1lC1 +m2l1) (gS1)−b1θ̇1 +b2θ̇2−τm =
(
J1 +m2l

2
1

)
θ̈1

(1)
where mi is the mass of the i-th link (in this case the pen-
dulum rod and the motor), g is the gravitational acceleration

2CAD files are available at https://github.com/
DrMattMarshall/flywheel_inverted_pendulum

Fig. 3. Displacement parameters for flywheel inverted pendulum model

constant, S1 denotes the sine of the pendulum-rod angle, bi is
the viscous damping of the i-th joint, τm is the motor torque,
and J1 is the mass moment of inertia of the pendulum rod
about the axis of rotation.

Applying Newton’s second law for rotation to the motor
yields

τm − b2θ̇2 = JC2

(
θ̈1 + θ̈2

)
(2)

where JC2 is the mass moment of inertia of the motor about
its center of mass (in this case, its axis).

Combining (1) and (2) with the electromechanical equa-
tions for a brushed motor yields the governing equations for
the FIP. The motor voltage, current, speed, and torque are
related by

ea = Raia + eb

eb = Kbθ̇2

τm = Ktia

where ea is the voltage applied to the armature, Ra is the
armature resistance, ia is the armature current, eb is the back
EMF, Kb is the back-EMF constant, and Kt is the torque
constant.

The values for the flywheel inverted pendulum modeled
here are

l1 = 40.0 mm, lC1 = 19.2 mm,
m1 = 22.4 g, m2 = 340 g,
b1 = 62 µN ·m · s b2 = 6.2 µN ·m · s
J1 = 16.1 kg ·mm2, JC2 = 6.96 kg ·mm2,

Kb = 52.5 mV · s, Kt = 52.5 mN ·m · A
Ra = 2.07 Ω, and La = 0.620 mH.

The armature inductance, La, is left out of the analysis
because the quotient
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La
Ra

=
0.62 mH
2.07 Ω

is more than one order of magnitude smaller than the 5 ms
time constant of the motor. Combining the motor equations
yields

τm = −
(
KbKt

Ra

)
θ̇2 +

(
Kt

Ra

)
ea

Substituting this into (1) and (2) results in

JC2

(
θ̈1 + θ̈2

)
= −ρθ̇2 + νea (3)

1

φ
θ̈1 = γS1 − b1θ̇1 + ρθ̇2 − νea (4)

where ρ ≡ KbKt

Ra
+ b2, ν ≡ Kt

Ra
, φ ≡ 1

J1+m2l21
, and γ ≡

(m1lC1 +m2l1) g.
Substituting (4) into (3) then rearranging gives the gov-

erning equations

θ̈1 = γφS1 − b1φθ̇1 + φρθ̇2 − νφea (5)

θ̈2 = −γφS1 + b1φθ̇1 − ρζθ̇2 + νζea (6)

where ζ ≡ 1
JC2

+φ. Applying the small-angle approximation
to S1 in (5) and (6), taking the Laplace transform of them,
and then solving for Θ2(s)

Ea(s) yields the plant transfer function.

P (s) =
νφs

s3 + (b1φ+ ρζ) s2 + (φ)
(
b1ρ
JC2
− γ

)
s− γφρ

JC2

=
1570s

s3 + 278s2 − 135s− 1.66× 105

This is a third-order system with one unstable pole.

III. CONTROL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

In this section, the design of a robust controller using QFT
for robust position of the flywheel inverted pendulum system
is presented. In practice, it is very difficult to obtain robust
stability and tracking performance for open-loop systems
that have parameter uncertainty. Designing a single robust
controller that can guarantee the robust performance of
the system despite the variation in the system parameters
is therefore advantageous. QFT is a robust control design
technique which is proposed by Horowitz [7], [8].

The QFT controller control design procedure can be
summarized as follows. Firstly, the variation of the system
parameters at fixed frequencies will be obtained. (This is
called the plant template.) Secondly, the robust performance
bounds will be calculated based on the design requirement
and the templates. Finally, a nominal open-loop system will
be designed in way that satisfies all robust performance
bounds (loop shaping). Fig. 4 shows the two-degree-of-
freedom feedback structure of QFT design. In this figure,
P (s, ε) is the plant with uncertainty, G(s) is the robust
controller, and F (s) is the prefilter.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of plant with QFT compensation

The main objective of this section is to design a robust
controller and prefilter such that the system is stable and
can track desired inputs. The robust stability specification is
defined as follows [9].∣∣∣∣ P (s, ε)G(s)

1 + P (s, ε)G(s)

∣∣∣∣ < 1.2

The robust tracking specification is defined as

α(s) ≤
∣∣∣∣F (s)P (s, ε)G(s)

1 + P (s, ε)G(s)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ β(s)

where α(s) and β(s) are systems that define the upper and
lower tracking bound of the system.

The robust tracking bounds usually are defined by sec-
ond order systems. However, to widen the bounds at high
frequencies and reduce the cost of feedback we can add
one zero to the upper bound and one pole to the lower
bound [9]. For the FIP, the desired tracking specifications
are selected as 20% overshoot and settling time of 40 ms.
These performance goals are selected arbitrarily, but the
controller-design process would be the same with different
values. Future, experimental work can be performed to revisit
the matter of realistic tracking specifications. The resulting
robust tracking bounds are:

α(s) =
32.39(s+ 1500)

s2 + 200s+ 48100

β(s) =
1.429× 107

(s+ 300)(s+ 219.3)2

Both transfer functions have settling time of forty seconds,
α(s) is underdamped (with overshoot of 20%) and β(s) is
critically damped.

In order to calculate the robust performance bounds based
on the design requirement, one needs to generate the plant
template based on the system uncertainty. In the current
work, 100% uncertainty is considered in the electric motor
parameters Kb, Kt, Ra, JC2, and m2. Fig. 5 shows the
computed boundary of plant templates, that is, the variation
of gain and phase of transfer functions relative to the nominal
transfer function at each design frequency, for the flywheel
inverted pendulum system.

The robust performance bounds plus the nominal open
loop system are shown in Fig. 6. In it, the stability bounds
and tracking bounds at each design frequency are the black
lines, while the blue line is the nominal open loop plant
and the circles on this line refer to the design frequencies.
To design a QFT controller each circle needs to be above its
associated tracking bound and outside of the closed contours
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Fig. 5. The boundary of the plant template — system response at different
frequencies and parameter variations

Fig. 6. Robust performance bounds (black) and nominal open-loop system
(blue) on the Nichols chart

of the stability bounds. It is apparent from this figure a
controller is needed. Loop shaping is applied [10] to obtain
a controller that satisfies these requirements. The result is
shown in Fig. 7. The robust controller associated with this
figure is

G(s) =

(
8440× 106

)
(s+ 164.2)(s+ 29.08)(s+ 0.01498)

(s2) (s+ 3.521)(s+ 4663)

and the prefilter transfer function is

F (s) =
6.659(s+ 5330)

(s+ 371.5)(s+ 97.00)

To evaluate the robust tracking performance of the fly-
wheel inverted pendulum system both its frequency and time
domain responses are analyzed. Fig. 8 shows the bode plot
of the open loop and closed loop (e.g., under QFT controller)
systems for all considered plant uncertainty. Fig. 8b shows
the frequency response of the closed loop system under QFT
controller for all considered uncertainty. The red and green
lines depict the desired robust tracking bounds. The effects of
the zero added to α(s) and extra pole in β(s) can be seen by
the divergence of these two lines at higher frequencies. The
figure shows that closed loop system exactly lies between the

Fig. 7. Robust performance bounds (black) and result of loop shaping
(blue) on the Nichols chart

Fig. 8. Frequency response of (a) the open loop system for all considered
plant uncertainty, and (b) the closed loop system under QFT controller for
all considered plant uncertainty plus the desired upper and lower tracking
bounds

robust tracking bounds for all considered uncertainty, which
confirms the successful design of the QFT controller in the
frequency domain.

To further analyze the performance of the QFT controller
its step response is compared with that of a PID controller.
The transfer function of this compensator is

GPID(s) =
9.960s2 + 2680s+ 160000

s

Fig. 9 shows the step response of the QFT and PID con-
trollers for the nominal plant, and it can be seen that both
controllers satisfy the tracking performances in terms of
overshoot and settling time; neither rises above the top
dashed line, which is 120% of the steady-state value, and
both remain within 5% of steady-state after 40 ms.
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Fig. 9. Step response of QFT and PID controllers for nominal plant

Fig. 10. Step response of QFT and PID controllers for all considered
parameter uncertainties of the motor

To assess the performance of these two controllers in the
presence of plant variation, their step responses were simu-
lated for changes in the plant motor parameters mentioned
above. Fig. 10 shows the step response of both the QFT and
PID controllers for all considered parameter uncertainty of
the electromotor. According to this figure, the QFT controller
robustly satisfies the tracking specifications, whereas the PID
controller cannot reach the tracking performance target in
terms of either overshoot or settling time.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Using Newtonian mechanics, the dynamic model of the
flywheel inverted pendulum is derived. This model includes
the inertial dynamics of the pendulum as well as the dy-
namics of the electric motor. As a source of uncertainty
in the system, the electric-motor parameters are considered
to vary by 100%. Next, a robust controller using QFT is
designed to guarantee the robust tracking performance of the
system. Performance of the QFT controller is analyzed both
in terms of bode plot and step response. Comparison of the
QFT controller with a conventional PID controller indicates
that while the QFT controller successfully satisfy the desired
robust tracking specification, a PID controller cannot effec-

tively compensate the effect of parameter uncertainty in the
system.

Several lines of inquiry remain for characterizing the
suitability of the QFT for controlling an FIP. It could be
compared to compensators other than PID. Experimentation
can be performed to assess the suitability of a QFT controller
when implemented outside of simulation. For example —
how does the magnitude of QFT control action compare
to other compensators? does it robustly deal with the non-
zero sampling period of a discrete-time system? what about
quantization in a digital system? — are all questions of
interest for implementing a stabilization scheme for the FIP.
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